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In recent years, there has been growing interest in the design
and synthesis of molecules that mimic the structure and function
of naturally-occurring ionophores.1 While considerable attention
has focused on structure/activity relationships, the possibility
that such compounds may operate through multiple mechanisms
has not, to the best of our knowledge, previously been con-
sidered. In this paper, we report the results of a kinetic inves-
tigation of the ion transport properties of four sterol-oligo-
(ethylene glycol) conjugates that have been modeled after the
heptaene macrolide antibiotic, Amphotericin B.2 Specifically,
we report the activity of1, 2, 3, and4 in promoting the transport
of Na+ across egg phosphatidylcholine bilayers as a function
of their membrane concentration.3 Our kinetic results not only
provide compelling evidence for the existence oftwo discrete
forms of an actiVe ionophore in each casebut also serve as a
cautionary note for interpreting ionophoric activity based on
single-concentration experiments.

In this work, we have used23Na NMR spectroscopy as a
means of monitoring Na+ transport.1a In brief, a solution of
NaCl plus a paramagnetic shift reagent is added to an egg PC
dispersion (1000 Å diameter, large unilamellar vesicles) that
has been prepared in aqueous LiCl . If the shift reagent is
confined to the external aqueous phase, then the Na+ that enters
the vesicular compartments will appear as a separate (unshifted)
resonance. An obligatory Li+ exit (antiport) and/or Cl- entry
(symport), which is necessary in order to maintain electroneu-
trality on both sides of the membrane, permits the complete
discharge of the concentration gradient and the transmembrane

potential that drives the ion transport.4 Specific protocols that
were used in this work were similar to those previously
described.2 Under our experimental conditions, the rate of Na+

entry was found to obey pseudo first-order kinetics where
d[Na+]/dt ) kobsd[Na+]; typical plots that were obtained are
shown in Figure 1. A plot of thekobsd versus the mol % of1
is presented in Figure 2.5

The strong dependency ofkobsd on the concentration of1
indicates the involvement of sterol aggregates in the transport
process.2 If each of these aggregates is composed ofn
ionophore molecules, and if the dissociation constant that defines
the aggregate-monomer equilibrium within the membrane is
represented byK, then it can be readily shown thatkobsd will
depend uponK, the concentration of membrane-bound iono-
phore [Ionophore], and an intrinsic rate constant (k) that
characterizes the aggregate-mediated transport according to eq
1.2 When the majority of ionophores exists as membrane-bound
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(3) Compounds2, 3, and4were synthesized using procedures that were
very similar to those previously described for1.2

(4) Preliminary7Li+ NMR studies carried out with1 indicate that the
rate of Li+ exit is very similar to the rate of Na+ entry. Vesicle dispersions
were used directly after extrusion; all NMR measurements were made at
25 °C.

(5) Reproducibility of rate constants (kobsd) was(8%.

Figure 1. Typical first-order plots of percentage of Na+ that remains
to enter egg phosphatidylcholine vesicles containing (O) 1, (4) 2, (0)
3, and (2) 4 mol % of1 at 25°C.

Figure 2. Plot of kobsdas a function of mol % of1. The smooth curve
represents a nonlinear leasts squares fit of the data based on eq 2.

kobsd)
k[Ionophore]n

K
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monomer, its “analytical” concentration (i.e., the total concen-
tration that is present in the dispersion) can be used to
approximate [Ionophore]. Under such conditions, a plot of ln-
(kobsd) versus ln[Ionophore] is expected to yield a straight line
with a slope that corresponds to the aggregation number,n.
Figure 3 shows such a plot for1. What is readily apparent
from this figure is the presence oftwo distinct linear regions.
Exactly analogous results were obtained for2, 3, and4.
If ion transport is governed by two distinct processes, one

that is first-order with respect to the ionophore concentration
(monomer-active) and one that has ann-th order dependency
on the ionophore concentration (aggregate-active), then the
observed rate would be expected to obey eq 2, wherekn ) k/K

andk1 is the first-order rate constant for the monomer-active
form. By use of eq 2, a nonlinear least squares fit ofkobsdas a
function of ionophore concentration yields values ofk1, kn, and
n for 1, 2, 3, and4which are shown in Table 1. The similarity
of k1 within this series of sterol conjugates implies that the
presence of terminal hydroxyls groups, the presence of a double
bond within the B-ring of the sterol, and the stereochemistry of
the A/B ring juncture have little influence on monomer activity.
Although it would be of interest to compare the intrinsic
activities (k) of 1-4 in their aggregated state, our kinetic analysis
does not permit such a comparison to be made since the kinetic
and thermodynamic components ofkn (i.e.,k andK) cannot be
separated.

What are the two pathways for ion transport that are
associated with these synthetic ionophores? A likely possibility
for a monomer-active species is that it functions as a carrier,
i.e., it shuttles ions from one side of the bilayer to the other.
On the basis of analogy to Amphotericin B, an aggregate-active
form is more likely to involve a channel (or pore) mechanism.6

Although conductance experiments can distinquish between
carriers and channels, such measurements do not have sufficient
sensitivity for determining the ion flux associated with1-4.7
For this reason, we have chosen what is considered by most
researchers to be “the next best experiment”, i.e., to measure
ionophoric activity in fluid- versus gel-phase vesicles.6 In brief,
a carrier is expected to show greatly diminished activity in gel-
phase membranes since the rate of diffusion across the bilayer
is significantly reduced. In contrast, the activity of a membrane-
spanning ion channel is expected to be almost independent of
membrane viscosity since transbilayer movement of the iono-
phore is not required. A recent study lends strong support for
this hypothesis.1a In particular, comparision of the rates of Na+

transport across egg PC (fluid phase, 25°C) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) membranes (gel phase, 25
°C) has confirmed the carrier mechanism for the natural
ionophore monensin and a channel mechanism for gramicidin.1a

In preliminary studies, we have found that the use of a “low”
concentration (1 mol %) of4within gel-phase vesicles (DPPC,
25 °C) did not result in detectable Na+ transport after 168 h,
i.e., kobsd, 1 × 10-3 h-1. In contrast, analogous fluid-phase
egg PC (25°C) vesicles gave a value ofkobsd) 11.2× 10-3

h-1. Similar experiments that were carried out using a relatively
“high” concentration of4 (2.5 mol %) in gel-phase DPPC
vesicles (25°C) gavekobsd ) 35 × 10-3 h-1; in fluid-phase
egg PC (25°C) a value ofkobsd) 62× 10-3 h-1 was obtained.
These results are fully consistent with a dominant carrier
mechanism at low ionophore concentrations and a channel
mechanism at high concentrations. The fact that both active
forms can discrimiate between Na+ and shift reagent
[Dy(P3O10)2]7- (i.e., only Na+ crosses the bilayer) further
indicates that neither form induces major defects within the
membrane.
The existence of two active forms of1-4 clearly demon-

strates that transport behavior of relatively simple ionophores
can be much richer in complexity than previously realized. It
also shows that mechanistic interpretations based on single-
concentration experiments should be viewed with extreme
caution.
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Figure 3. Plot of ln(kobsd) versus ln[1 (mol %)]. Two different symbols
have been used to designate two linear regions that are apparent. The
inset shows similar data for2. Very similar data has been obtained for
3 and4 (not shown).

Table 1. Values ofk1, kn, andn Obtained from Curve Fitting of
Equation 2

ionophore
102k1

(h-1 mol %-1)
106kn

(h-1 mol %-n) n

1 1.15( 0.42 2.8( 0.15 12
2 0.50( 0.27 738( 67 4
3 1.24( 0.33 109( 5.7 6
4 1.62( 0.31 7.8( 0.26 8

d[Na+]/dt ) (k1[Ionophore] + kn[Ionophore]
n)[Na+] )

kobsd[Na
+] (2)
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